
Domain Name

Naming is linguistic design, and a good domain name 
is an important part of the overall design of a website. 
 A name plays a prominent role when people discover, 
remember, think about, talk about, search for, or 
navigate to a website. It establishes a theme for 
the branding of a website before people even visit it 
for the first time.

Coming up with a good domain name requires a 
combination of strategy, imagination and good 
linguistic design practice.

Ideally, your domain name should be:

- Short

- Catchy and memorable,

- Easy to pronounce,

- Easy to spell,

- Not too similar to competing domain names,



- Not a violation of someone else’s trademark.

How do you plan to get traffic to your website? 
Answering this question can help you avoid a lot of 
confusion about what makes for a good name. 

Marketing guru Seth Godin advises against real words 
like these and in favor of unique made-up names 
like Squidoo.com (his company). Monster is a name 
that can be found by someone who doesn’t know about 
your website but is doing web searches on keywords 
and phrases related to a specific topic, or by typing 
those words and phrases directly into the navigation 
bar of the browser. Discoverable names are generically 
descriptive.

You can also have a “brandable” domain name. A 
brandable name establishes a distinct identity and 
communicates indirectly to evoke interesting ideas and 
feelings. Some brandable names, like Squidoo, provide 
a unique character string unlikely to be found 
anywhere except in documents that mention that 
particular website. That means people who know the 
name of the website can easily use a search engine to 
navigate there. Godin makes good use of this 



advantage, though it may not be a significant source of 
traffic.

Discoverable Or Brandable?

So, do you need a discoverable name or a brandable 
name? If you intend to rely primarily on organic 
search results for a specific topic, you might want a 
discoverable name… but not necessarily. Even if your 
website has a brandable name, it can still rank well in 
search engine results for keywords and phrases as long 
as it’s full of relevant content. Discoverable names are 
only necessary for people counting on “type-in” traffic.

Discoverable names are real words and phrases. If you 
don’t have the budget to buy a single real-word 
domain, then you’ll need to go for a phrase. Common 
phrases are often registered as well, so it can take time 
to find one. The trick to a discoverable name is not to 
be clever but to think of a phrase that other people 
would likely think of as well and would type in a 
search engine or navigation bar. The catch is that you 
have to find one that hasn’t yet been registered. 



If your marketing plans involve paid search listings 
and buzz generated by prominent mentions of your 
website, then you will almost certainly want a 
brandable name. A brandable name is distinctive, 
evocative and memorable.

Putting Names Together

Because you won’t be looking for a single-word name 
(unless you have big bucks to spend), you’ll have to 
build your name out of pieces. There are several 
different ways to do that:

Compound Example: YouTube Two whole words, 
often two nouns, stuck together. Don’t let anyone 
tell you that this kind of name is a “fad” and will 
go away. This has been the most common way to 
coin new English words as well as to create new 
names, and that’s unlikely to change in the next 
few hundred years.



Phrase Example: Six Apart Words put together 
according to normal grammatical rules. Phrase 
names can be similar to compounds, but have a 
different pattern of syllabic emphasis. In 
compounds, the emphasis goes on the first word, 
the way we emphasize “white” in “the 
Whitehouse.” In phrases, the emphasis often goes 
on the second word, the way we emphasize 
“house” in “a white house.”

Blend Examples: Microsoft, Farecast A blend 
combines a part of a word with another word or 
word part. The name Microsoft combines the 
“micro” part of “microcomputer” with the “soft” 
part of “software.” When blends involve a 
surprising overlap in sound between the two 
words, they’re a form of wordplay. Farecast is like 
that. It combines the words “fare” and “forecast,” 
and “fare” resembles the first syllable of 
“forecast.” When you create this kind of blend, be 



sure to avoid awkwordplay: don’t pile up 
consonants in ugly ways (like in the 
name Syncplicity), and don’t use important words 
to replace syllables that aren’t emphasized (the 
way the names Mapufacture and Carticipate do).

Tweaked word Examples: Flickr, Zune Sometimes 
you can find a good domain name that’s basically 
a real word, but changed in some small way. It 
might have a modified spelling, like Flickr, or it 
might have a changed or added sound, 
like Zune (from “tune”) and iPhone.

Affixed word Example: Friendster Some names 
are new words created by sticking a prefix or 
suffix onto an existing word. Friendster, for 
example, is “friend” with the suffix -
sterattached. Biznik is “biz” with the Yiddish-
derived suffix -nik (as in “beatnik”).



Made-up name Examples: Etsy, Odeo Sometimes 
you can find a name that is, or seems to be, 
completely made up. For example, Etsy is an 
online hand-made goods marketplace, and Odeo is 
an online music website.

Linguistic Design Guidelines

MEANING
Be specific:

Good: 37signals

Bad: LibraryThing

Appeal to the senses in appropriate ways:
Good: Twitter

Bad: BookGoo

Make every piece count:
Good: YouTube

Bad: LiftPort



If you use a metaphor, make sure it’s enlightening:
Good: PageFlakes

Bad: Fairtilizer (how is fertilizer related to 
music?)

SOUND
Keep groups of consonants simple and appealing:

Good: Biznik

Bad: Sclipo

Preserve the natural syllabic emphasis of words:
Good: Farecast

Bad: Carticipate

Use sound to support your meaning:
Good: Etsy (a short sound for a hand-made goods 
marketplace)

Bad: Syncplicity (an awkward blend for an 
application that’s supposed to sync your 
computers seamlessly)


